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Women! We invite you to contribute your art and writing!
Final due date: august 15, 2016

For 2018, the pages of We'Moon get to wax truly full with 
Moon! Our thematic cycle brings us to Tarot card XVIII: The 
Moon—a satisfying convergence for a lunar calendar. And so we 
invoke La Luna with all our might. Take heart: Transformation is 
Her specialty, and we pray Her powers of re-direction for a suffering 
planet, for desperate peoples and all who seek new guidance.

Lunar power does not come heavy-handed nor obvious. Subtle 

Prayer © Toni Truesdale 2014

reflections stir hidden layers of feeling and intuition, open us to 
psychic surprise. We associate La Luna's lessons with the integrated 
body-mind wisdom of conscious womanhood, accepting the 
molecular, cyclic experience of embodied impermanence.

We invite your Moon-mused gifts of art and writing for the 
2018 journey. Circle us into your cycles of understanding. Let the 
Queen of Change bathe you with Her inspiration! 

La Luna!
Shapeshifter!    Magician of the Night. 

Now we see you—Now we don't 
Now we see you again

How astonished we were, deep in the original eon
when humanity was a babe

and we first saw the darkness gobble you up.
then saw you grow back—over and over.

How can this be?
We bow down with awe, reach to you in wonder.

Jezanna, Ixchel, Hina, Menos
We call you by innumerable names

Selene, Anahita, Neith, Mama Quilla
We worship you with terror and praise

Mother of Life and Death      Mother of Time
We scratch days on our calendar bones . . .  

Lo! We bleed—just so—as you dance    you mirror
Steady is your rhythm          Magnet Mother

You pull our blood, you pull the Great Waters
capillaries and pools, eddies and plasma.
Dreams and hunches.  Madness, Illusion.

Changing Woman    you hold, you yield    flood and recede 
befriend darkness, unveil soft light. 

Born to walk your Moonwise path, we trust
Your Revolution.

Blessed Be.
© Bethroot Gwynn 2016

What Moon lore from the many cultures of the world do you 
especially love? Tell us your favorite story about La Luna's 
birth. What does She whisper to you? How does She 
guide your rituals?

How do your blood cycles connect with the 
Moon's waxing and waning? What happens to 
our sense of ebb and flow when we no longer 
have our bloods? How do women around the 
world and in different cultures share Moon 
connections?

Does sensuality come alive, fantasy stir the spirit, 
when the Moon glows bright? What MoonSpells 
have possessed you? What does the Moon teach us 
about love, infatuation and sex? 

Does the Moon time-travel you into past lives? Future ones? 
Tell us about the influences of each phase; how does the moon track 
time? How does the Moon’s journey through the zodiac affect our 
MoonWaters of emotion? La Luna, Timekeeper of crops, how do 
you do it?! How does your fullness, your emptiness, affect plant life? 

What Moon Wisdoms are available to us for creating a more peaceful 
world? What does the Moon teach us about subtle powers? If 

Moon were in charge, how would she govern? How does 
the Moon connect us with our deep collective past? 

Where do you see herstory being repeated/recycled? 

How can we trust the flow of change when 
survival of life on the planet is at risk? Mother 
of Tides, what are we to make of the rising seas? 
How can we ride the push/pull of these sea 
changes? What does the Moon show us about 
cycles of life and death? 

What teaching does the Moon offer for entering 
our own dark times? How does MoonShadow affect 

your connection to the world? What difficult habits 
and behaviors pull on you? What do you know of Lunacy? 

What IS on the dark side of the Moon? Show us your underworld!

How has La Luna illuminated your path? What Moon wisdoms 
do you perceive in yourself and other women? Where do you see 
Intuition performing her magic, channeling her Muses? 

W
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 7. Terms of “The Call” 

 6. CompensaTion

 5. permission To release ConTaCT informaTion

 4. CopyrighT informaTion

 2. permission To ediT, Crop, eT CeTera

 1. permission To publish

WE’MOON CONTRIBUTOR’S LICENSE
 noTe: please read The submission guidelines Carefully, and CompleTe all of The following:

If you find this form daunting, you are not alone. Please call and we will happily assist you. (541) 479-4056

Frees the copyright on my work so that it may be passed 
among wemoon who wish to reprint it in the spirit of the 
“Mother Tongue”—as long as they credit me as author/
artist and send We’Moon and myself courtesy copies.

Retains my individual copyright on my own work; work 
may not be reprinted by anyone other than MT Ink as 
stated above, except with my explicit permission.

© ¤

Credit Name (as you wish it to be published) [Note: Space is limited!]

  

Legal Name:_______________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________

City/State/Zip_______________________________________________

Phone (         )_____________________________________________  

E-mail __________________________________________________

Website (if you have one)____________________________________

Signature (required) _________________________Date ___________

PLEASE NOTIFY US IF ANY OF YOUR CONTACT INFO CHANGES.
We may need to contact you about your work for years to come.

for offiCe use only

Credit Name:

#A             #W             

Perm:  Y  
Edit:  Y N N/A 
Excrpt: Y N N/A 
Crop:  Y N N/A 
Alter:  Y N N/A 
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Photo1: Y N N/A 
 Photo2: Y N N/A 
Rights:  ©   ¤  
RC I:  Y N  

Notes:

a) I grant Mother Tongue Ink (referred to as MT Ink) permission to reproduce, publish and distribute worldwide my original 
work(s) as listed on the back of this form, as part of:
	 	 •	We’Moon	printed	and	electronic	products,	and	derivative	products—including	but	not	limited	to	calendars,	date				
  books, note cards, anthologies—as many products as MT Ink deems appropriate 
	 •	MT	Ink’s	promotional/outreach/educational	materials	
	 •	MT	Ink’s	world	wide	web	site	 		 		
b) I grant MT Ink permission worldwide to translate my original work(s) into German and other languages  

 MT Ink reserves the right to copyedit material, edit bylines for length, prepare graphics as necessary for publication, and 
combine or collage work with other written and visual materials.
a) For written material I understand that MT Ink has the right to: 
	 •	edit	my	written	work	 	 	 	 						 	
	 •	excerpt	my	written	work	 	 	 	 	 	
b) For visual art material I understand that MT Ink has the right to: 
	 •	crop	and/or	use	only	portions	of	my	image(s)	 	 	
	 •	electronically	alter	my	image(s)

a) I understand that it is the responsibility of photographers to get permission from subjects—any recognizable humans—
that appear in their work to be photographed and published. I certify that I have permission from my subjects to publish 
submitted photographs of them. I release, indemnify and hold harmless MT Ink from any related liability.  
b) Enclosed is a photographer’s subject release form (available for download at www.wemoon.ws).

3. phoTographer’s release  

a) I confirm that no one else owns exclusive rights to the work(s) listed on back, including other publications and foreign rights    
(i.e., photographers of your artwork, copyrighted tattoo art, wording or designs included in your artwork).

b) I wish to have my own individual work credited in ONE of the following ways: (Check One)

If we receive inquiries about your work, may we give out your contact info? 

I have read and agree to the Compensation terms on the page that accompanies this license.

Please take the time to read the terms, guidelines and specifications on the page attached to this license.
I agree that the accompanying terms, guidelines and specifications of “The Call” are incorporated and made part of this LICENSE. 

 

Check here to 
signify that you 
understand and 
agree:      

Y
ES

N
O

N
/A



Please Note the Accelerated Due Date:
Postmark  Submissions by August 15, 2016 to: 

MT Ink: 2018 Submissions
181 Brimstone Rd.

Wolf Creek, OR 97497 USA
This license, Call for Contributions and photographer’s release are all available online at wemoon.ws/call 
If you have any questions, you may contact us by phone: (541) 479-4056 or by e-mail: barb@wemoon.ws.

We will notify you by Spring 2017 to let you know if your work 
will be included in We’Moon 2018.

 Be sure to retain a copy of this form for your records!
 Thank you for your creative contributions to We’Moon! 

Itemize all contributions below, indicating each piece’s TITLE and the YEAR the work was created (Credit Year) as you wish it published. 
Be sure each piece you’re submitting is clearly labeled on the back with your CREDIT NAME, the COPYRIGHT SYMBOL you chose in 
item #4 of this license, and the same TITLE and Credit YEAR as listed below. 

8. noTifiCaTion  

(2

9. fuTure use  

10. bylines

11. lisT of submissions  

I have included a SASE (Self Addressed Stamped Envelope)—legal size (9½ x 4") to be used to notify me about whether or 
not my work was accepted for publication and to receive a Call for Contributions for upcoming editions of We’Moon. If you 
live outside of the US, you do not need to include postage on your self-addressed envelope.

MT Ink has permission to keep any of the work listed below in its ongoing files for consideration in future We’Moon editions 
and for possible other publishing uses by MT Ink, We’Moon Land or We’Mooniversity, in the spirit of We’Moon.

PlEASE NOtE: NO Art Or writiNg will bE rEturNEd.

We offer space in the appendix for Contributor Bylines. If your work is selected for publication, and you would like us to 
include a byline, please write it in the space provided. Include any website or contact information you would like to share with 
the public. NOTE: Maximum of 40 words. We reserve the right to edit your byline.

Y
ES

N
O

Credit
Year Art Writing

or
Title of Piece Credit

Year Art Writing
or

Title of Piece
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Printed by Natural Press with soy-based ink on 100% recycled paper. We’Moon 2018: La Luna

Mother, Maiden, Crone
 © Elspeth McLean 2012

SubmiSSion GuidelineS
We may not conSider Work that doeS not meet theSe GuidelineS:

Compensation for each published 
piece of art or writing is two 
complimentary We’Moon datebooks. 
Small honorariums will be given for 
some (not all) works, depending on 
size and placement. All published 
contributors will get a 40% discount 
off the purchase price of We’Moon 
products which include their work. 
In addition, the front cover artist 
will receive $350, the back cover 
artist $250, plus extras. Artwork and 
writing published in the We’Moon 
datebook may also be chosen to be 
included in We’Moon on the Wall 
and/or Greeting Cards, for which 
additional terms and compensation 
will be given.* PleaSe note: NO ART OR WRITING WILL BE RETURNED

1) Each piece of art and writing is circulated at Weaving Circles where dozens of women give preliminary 
feedback. Therefore, PLEASE: a) Send one piece of art or writing per page and b) Please label the back 
of each piece with the title, copyright symbol, your name and the credit year.
2) Artwork: Please send reproductions of your work on plain paper, one image per page (no originals*, 
none larger than letter-size paper, no more than 16 pieces). To reduce our ecological footprint, PLEASE 
do not send glossy prints, plastic sheet protectors, CDs, or other non-recyclable items. We will contact 
you for high resolution images if your work is chosen.
3) Photos: Do not submit photos without including written permission from every identifiable person in 
the photo. Contact us if you need a photographer’s subject release form or download one from our website 
at wemoon.ws/call
4) Brief writings: All writing should be on letter-sized paper; do not send originals. Do not send more than 
8 pieces of writing. Limit prose to 350 words (12 words/line); poetry should not exceed 35 lines (12 words/
line). Do not send manuscripts, chapbooks or work in any bound form. 
5) We DO accept submissions that are being reviewed simultaneously by other publishers. 
6) Please enclose: a) completed and signed Contributor’s License and b) a self-addressed envelope (if out-
side the US, you do not need to include a stamp) for notification and a new Call for Contributions. 
7) We will notify you by Spring to let you know whether or not your work was chosen for publication.

comPenSation

Winter © Robin Quinlivan 2014

Call For Contributions to the

We’Moon TaroT 
now in the beginning stages oF Creation!

We are weaving a We’Moon Tarot Deck from art and writing 
published in We’Moon over the years!

Share your visions in the next 4 editions of We’Moon.
Upcoming themes are based on the last 4 Major Arcana cards in Tarot,

and the corresponding 4 elements in the Minor Arcana.

* WM 2018: Moon–Water * WM 2019: Sun–Fire
* WM 2020: Judgement–Earth in the Balance * WM 2021: The World–All One

Inviting your Tarot Muse: Submitted work chosen for We’Moons 2018–2021 
will be considered, along with work from past editions, for We’Moon Tarot. 

For more information visit wemoon.ws/WeMoonTarot
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